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ABSTRACT28

Aim: The intent of present study is to formulate fast dissolving tablets of flurbiprofen using different29

superdisintegrants to improve the dissolution and bioavailability.30

Place and Duration of Study: Jyothishmathi Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Karimnagar, Andhra31

Pradesh, India, between January 2011 and December 2012.32

Methodology: Flurbiprofen fast dissolving tablets were prepared using different superdisintegrants and33

characterized for different physical parameters, DSC, FTIR studies, in vitro dissolution studies and in vivo34

pharmacokinetics to prove the enhancement of bioavailability.35

Results: From the in vitro dissolution studies, the percent drug release in 15 min (Q15) was found to be36

showed the 91.46±1.42% in case of optimized formulation where as the conventional tablets prepared by37

similar manner showed 22.92±0.47% in 15 min. The initial dissolution rate and dissolution efficiency for38

optimized formulation was 6.10 %/min and 53.44 but it was 1.53 %/min and 10.96 in conventional tablets.39

They increased by 4.0 folds when compared to conventional tablets. From the pharmacokinetic40

evaluation, the optimized fast dissolving tablets produced peak plasma concentration C max was 11433.3241

ng/ml at 2 h T max, but they were found to be 8792.64 ng/ml at 3 h T max, in case of conventional tablets.42

The area under the curve for the optimized fast disintegrating and conventional tablets were 42691.2343

and 30727.14 ng-h/ml.44

Conclusion: In conclusion, formulation of fast dissolving tablets using superdisintegrants was a good45

approach to enhance the dissolution rate and absorption rate of flurbiprofen.46

Key Words: Bioavailability, Conventional tablets, Dissolution efficiency, Initial dissolution rate,47

Pharmacokinetics, Superdisintegrants.48
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1. INTRODUCTION51

Poor water soluble drugs (Class II drugs) are related to slower rate of absorption from oral route52

and dissolution rate is the rate limiting step1. Thus there is a need to improve the dissolution rate of these53

drugs to maximize the therapeutic activity2. The enhancement of dissolution rate can be achieved by54

various conventional methods like direct compression, wet granulation, molding, spray drying, freeze55

drying, and sublimation 3-4. In these, wet granulation and direct compression methods are simple and56

easy to manufacture tablets. Conventional equipment and commonly available excipients are involved in57

this methods5-6. The basic approach in development of fast dissolving tablets (FDT) is use of58

superdisintegrants that plays a vital role in the disintegration and dissolution of tablet. The selection of a59

suitable disintegrant and its optimum concentration are able to ensure fast disintegration and rapid60

dissolution rates. Superdisintegrants provide fast disintegration due to collective effect of swelling and61

water absorption by the tablet. Due to swelling of super disintegrating agent, the wetted surface of the62

carrier increases that promote the wettability and dispersibility of the system, leads to enhance the63

disintegration and dissolution7-9.64

The objective of the present study is to enhance the dissolution rate of Flurbiprofen (FLB) tablets65

using superdisintegrants. The presence of superdisintegrant lowers the disintegration time without much66

affecting the tablet properties. FLB is a phenylalkanoic acid derivative and classified as non-steroidal anti-67

inflammatory drugs, which are widely used for the long-term treatment of chronic rheumatic diseases10.68

FLB is classified as poorly water soluble class II drug and it is primarily intended to treat painful69

conditions, which requires fast release of drug 11. Thus an attempt is made to develop the FLB fast70

dissolving tablets to give fast dissolution rate to achieve rapid onset of action.71

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS72

2.1 Materials73

Flurbiprofen was a gift sample from FDC Limited, Mumbai, India. All the superdisintegrants were74

gift samples from Matrix laboratories, Hyderabad, India. All other chemicals used were of analytical grade.75

2.2 Preparation of Fast dissolving tablets76

Fast dissolving tablets were prepared by wet granulation method. FLB, superdisintegrants77

(sodium starch glycolate, crosspovidone, and crosscarmelose) other tabletting excipients were passed78
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through a mesh no 60 and mixed in a poly bag for 5-10 min, and then granules were prepared with the79

addition of 5% poly vinyl pyrrolidine in alcohol as binding agent, dried and sieved to obtain uniform size80

granules. The obtained granules were lubricated with talc and magnesium stearate for another 5 min81

blending and the resultant mixture was directly compressed into tablets with 7 mm round flat punches82

using 16-station rotary tabletting machine (Cadmach, Ahmedabad, India). The compositions of the fast83

dissolving tablets are given in Table 1.  The conventional flurbiprofen tablets (control) were prepared in a84

similar manner without using superdisintegrants.85

Table 1 Formulation of FLB FDTs using different superdisintegrates86

87

2.3 Evaluation of physical parameters88

The prepared tablets were evaluated for physical properties like weight variation, hardness and89

friability. For determining weight variation, 20 tablets of each formulation were weighed using an90

electronic weighing balance (AW 120, Shimadzu, Japan). The hardness was calculated using Monsanto91

hardness tester. Friability was estimated on ten tablets in a Roche friabilator (Electro lab, Mumbai, India).92

Ingredients (mg) F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12

Flurbiprofen 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Crosscarmellose sodium 4 8 16 - - - - - - - - -

Crosspovidone - - - 4 8 16 - - - - - -

Sodium starch glycolate - - - - - - 4 8 16 - - -

L-Hydroxypropyl cellulose - - - - - - - - - 4 8 16

Microcrystalline cellulose 98 94 86 98 94 86 98 94 86 98 94 86

Mannitol 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Aspartame 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Aerosil 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Magnesium stearate 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total weight 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
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2.4 Drug content determination93

For assessment of drug content, ten tablets were powdered, and the aliquot of powder94

equivalent to 100 mg of drug was dissolved in appropriate quantity of methanol and 1.2 pH buffer95

solution. Solution was filtered and diluted and drug content determined by UV-Visible spectrophotometer96

at 247nm.97

2.5 In vitro disintegration time98

In vitro disintegration time was determined by Gohel method. In this, 10 ml of water at room99

temperature was taken in a petri dish of 10 cm in diameter. The tablet was then placed carefully in the100

centre of petri dish and the time required for the tablet to completely disintegrate into fine particles was101

noted. For each formulation, measurements were taken in triplicates 12.102

2.6 In vitro dispersion time103

In vitro dispersion time was determined by dropping a tablet in a measuring cylinder containing104

6ml of pH 6.8 (simulated saliva fluid). Three tablets from each formulation were randomly selected and in105

vitro dispersion time is expressed in sec 13.106

2.7 Wetting time107

Wetting time was determined using following procedure. Briefly, two circular tissue papers were108

placed in a Petri dish of 10 cm diameter. 10 ml of water containing 0.5 % w/v of phenol red was added to109

the petri dish. A tablet was care fully placed on the surface of the paper in the petri dish and the time110

required for water to reach the upper surface of tablet was noted as wetting time. Wetting time was111

recorded using stop watch and the measurements were carried out in triplicates for each formulation 14.112

2.8 Water absorption ratio113

The weight of the tablet prior to placement in the petri dish was noted (Wb) using digital balance114

(Shimadzu, Japan). The wetted tablet was removed and reweighed (Wa). Water absorption ratio (R), was115

then calculated according to the following equation 15116

Wa - Wb117
R = ------------- X 100118

Wb119
Wb and Wa were tablet weights before and after water absorption, respectively.120

121
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2.9 In vitro dissolution study122

The in vitro dissolution studies of FLB tablets was carried out using USP XXIV Type II dissolution123

apparatus (Electro lab, TDT-08L) at a rotation speed of 50 rpm. The drug release studies were carried out124

using 1.2 pH buffer as dissolution media. An aliquot of 5 ml was collected at predetermined time intervals125

and replaced with fresh dissolution medium.  The samples were filtered, by passing through 0.45 µm126

membrane filters (Millipore, USA) and analyzed at 247 nm using double beam UV-Visible127

spectrophotometer.128

2.10 Calculation of dissolution parameters129

To explain the improvement of dissolution rate, various dissolution parameters were calculated130

and compared with conventional tablets. Cumulative percent drug release was plotted as a function of131

time and percent drug release in 15 min (Q15) was calculated. Initial dissolution rate (IDR) was calculated132

as percentage dissolved of drug over the first 15 min per min. Dissolution efficiency (DE) was calculated133

from the area under the dissolution curve at time t (measured using the trapezoidal rule) and expressed134

as a percentage of the area of the rectangle described by 100% dissolution in the same time 16. Relative135

dissolution rate (RDR) is the ratio between amount of drug dissolved from optimized formulation and that136

dissolved from the conventional formulation at 15 min 17.137

2.11 Drug-excipient interaction studies138

Differential scanning Calorimetry (DSC) study was carried out on pure drug, crosspovidone and139

optimized formulation to determine the possible interactions. Thermograms were obtained using DSC140

(Perkin-Elmer, Shelton, U.S). The analyses were performed under nitrogen (nitrogen flow rate 50 ml/min)141

in order to eliminate oxidative and pyrrolytic effects at a standard heating rate of 15ºC/min over a142

temperature range of 50ºC - 350ºC. The fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) of flurbiprofen and143

optimized formulation was recorded between 400 to 4000 cm-1 on FTIR to detect the drug-excipient144

interactions. The FTIR spectra for the test samples were obtained using KBr disk method using an FTIR145

spectrometer (Perkin Elmer FTIR, Perkin Elmer Inst. USA).146

2.12 Stability studies147

To evaluate the drug and formulation stability, stability studies were done according to ICH148

guidelines. Optimized formulation was sealed in aluminum packaging coated inside with polyethylene,149
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and three replicates were kept in the humidity chamber maintained at 40±2 oC and 75±5 % RH for six150

months18. Samples were collected after six months of storage and analyzed for the drug content and in151

vitro dissolution rate and they were subjected to statistical analysis using paired t-test to test the152

significance of difference at 0.05 level of significance19.153

2.13 In vivo study design154

In this current study a crossover study was designed using six human volunteers and divided into155

two equal groups (group I and group II). All the selected volunteers were non-alcoholics, non-smokers, in156

the age group of 25 to 33 years and body weight ranging from 57 to 68 kg. The required biochemical tests157

were carried out to ensure the volunteers were free from both liver and kidney dysfunction and no one158

was on any drug treatment ten days prior to participation in the study. In the first phase, group I159

volunteers (n=3) received the conventional tablet (dose 50 mg) whereas group II (n=3) volunteers160

received optimized fast disintegrating tablet (dose 50 mg). The volunteers received the tablets on an161

empty stomach with sufficient quantity of water, and then a standard breakfast was served after 2 h of the162

study. At regular time intervals lunch and dinner were served in standard quantity. In the second phase,163

after ten days of washout period, group I volunteers received optimized fast disintegrating tablet and164

group II volunteers received conventional tablet. Blood samples were collected at 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1,165

1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 h in vials in both the cases. The institutional ethical committee (Approval No.166

2A91-03/JIPS/KNR/IHEC/2012) approved the protocol of the in vivo study FLB fast dissolving tablets in167

human volunteers.168

2.14 HPLC analysis of FLB plasma samples169

The above gathered blood samples were centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 20 min to separate the170

serum and transferred to 5 ml tubes. To the 1 ml of above serum 1 ml of acetonitrile was added and171

centrifuged for 15 min at 3000 rpm and the supernatant liquid was separated and stored at -40 0C until172

the analysis of sample for unchanged drug. Then the plasma samples were analyzed for FLB in human173

plasma using HPLC method. The chromatographic procedures were carried out on Water’s HPLC174

equipped with C18 column and UV detector20. Mobile phase used for the analysis consists of phosphate175

buffer pH 3.5: acetonitrile aqueous solution in the ratio of 50:50, filtered through a 0.45 μm membrane176

filter and pumped through the column Symmetry C18 (X Terra, 4.6 x 150 mm) at a flow rate of 1 ml/min.177
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FLB stock solution (1mg/ml) was prepared using mobile phase and then working standards of 200, 400,178

600, 800 and 1000 μg/ml solutions were prepared. Then the column was equilibrated for 30 min with the179

mobile phase before going to inject the drug samples. The analysis was carried out at ambient180

temperature and the run time was set to 8 min. The eluents were analyzed at 254 nm using UV detector.181

2.15 Pharmacokinetic analysis182

To explain the FLB behavior in plasma, the required pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated183

using FLB plasma concentration-time data. Pharmacokinetic parameters from plasma data were184

estimated using PK Solver (version 2.0) for each subject. Non-compartmental analysis was used. From185

the plot of time versus plasma concentration, the peak plasma concentration (C max) and the time to reach186

peak plasma levels (T max) were obtained. From linear part in the elimination phase of a semi-log plot of187

concentration versus time, the elimination rate constant (ke) was calculated. Finally the absorption rate188

constant (ka) was calculated form the linear part of residual line using residual method. The area under189

the curve (AUC) was calculated using the trapezoidal rule.190

2.16 Statistical analysis191

The determined pharmacokinetic parameters of both conventional and optimized fast dissolving192

tablets of FLB were subjected to statistical analysis with paired t-test to test the significance of difference193

at 0.05 level of significance (LS). A value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.194

3. RESULTS195

3.1 Evaluation of physical parameters196

The physical properties of flurbiprofen fast dissolving tablets were given in Table 2 and 3. In weight197

variation test, the pharmacopoeial limit for the tablets of not more than 7.5% of the average weight. The198

average percentage deviation of all tablet formulations was found to be 197.68±1.52-206.34±1.00 mg and199

within the above mentioned limit, hence all tablet formulations passed the uniformity of weight as per200

requirements of Indian Pharmacopoeia, 1996. The hardness of the tablets was found to be in the range of201

2.9±0.32 to 3.7±0.30 kg/cm2. The percentage friability for all formulations was below 1%, indicating that202

the friability is within the prescribed limits. The tablets were found to contain 97.48±0.26-99.82±0.81% of203

the labeled amount indicating uniformity of drug content. The in vitro disintegration time of all tablet204

formulations was found in the range of 61.32 ± 0.14-36.27 ± 0.58 sec. Among all the above formulations205
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F6 showed rapid disintegration (36 sec). In vitro dispersion time of the prepared tablets was found in the206

range of 79.46±0.88-64.62±0.38 sec. The wetting time of formulated tablets was found in the range of207

44.28±1.68 30.12±1.14 sec and water absorption ratio was 38.48 ± 1.14-48.22 ± 1.61.208

Table 2 Physical evaluation of FLB fast dissolving tablets209
210

Formulation Weight
variation*(mg)

Hardness**
(kg/cm2 ) Friability (%) Drug content

uniformity*** (%)

F1 204.56±0.94 2.9±0.32 0.32 98.14±0.63

F2 198.92±1.73 3.5±0.22 0.37 98.54±1.05

F3 206.34±1.00 3.5±0.26 0.32 99.18±0.81

F4 202.46±0.76 2.9±0.32 0.38 97.72±1.35

F5 204.42±0.57 3.7±0.30 0.29 99.03±0.66

F6 199.34±1.52 3.2±0.15 0.42 99.82±0.81

F7 200.76±1.04 3.5±0.26 0.36 97.71±1.35

F8 202.34±1.09 3.3±0.42 0.31 98.63±1.05

F9 197.68±1.52 3.6±0.41 0.32 99.42±0.95

F10 199.48±0.42 3.2±0.24 0.34 98.36±0.43

F11 204.62±0.78 3.1±0.65 0.39 97.48±0.26

F12 201.48±1.24 3.4±0.28 0.42 99.62±0.68

211
* All results correspond to avg ± SD, n=20; ** All results represent avg ± SD, n=6; *** All results212

represent avg ± SD, n=3213

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
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Table 3 Physical evaluation of FLB fast dissolving tablets229

230
* All results represent avg ± SD, n=3231

232

3.2 In vitro dissolution study233

The mean cumulative percent of FLB released from FDTs including different amounts of234

superdisintegrants (F1-F12) was found to be in the range of 39.29±0.69%-91.46±1.42% in 15 min. Among235

all he formulations, the optimized formulation F6 showed the 91.46±1.42% drug release in the 15 min236

where as the conventional FLB tablets prepared by similar manner showed 22.92±0.47% in 15 min237

(Figure 1). Thus the formulation F6 was considered better among other formulations to produce fast238

release of the FLB.239

Formulation
In-vitro

Disintegration
Time* (sec)

In-vitro
Dispersion
Time* (sec)

Wetting
Time*
(sec)

Water
Absorption

Ratio*
Q15*

F1 46.24 ± 0.24 76.31±0.56 34.45±1.32 42.56 ± 1.52 54.82±1.47

F2 42.18 ± 0.32 78.46±0.24 44.28±1.68 40.16± 1.92 62.37±1.87

F3 39.28 ± 0.56 68.45±0.76 30.12±1.14 44.26± 1.74 72.49±0.36

F4 52.72 ± 0.24 79.34±0.84 31.84±1.12 38.48 ± 1.14 56.34±0.32

F5 48.38 ± 0.76 71.26±0.28 38.64±1.18 39.24± 1.46 72.64±0.56

F6 36.27 ± 0.58 64.62±0.38 30.28±1.44 45.16 ± 1.52 86.21±1.04

F7 59.28 ± 0.52 76.48±0.62 42.14±1.15 48.22 ± 1.61 46.88±1.32

F8 49.74 ± 0.44 74.42±0.45 41.38±1.24 41.45 ± 1.43 49.54±0.23

F9 47.42 ± 0.48 67.56±0.46 34.63±1.46 44.28 ± 1.22 53.81±1.46

F10 61.32 ± 0.14 79.46±0.88 42.14±1.15 44.76 ± 1.44 39.29±0.69

F11 50.48 ± 0.42 76.22±0.43 41.38±1.24 41.52 ± 1.68 44.38±0.98

F12 48.63 ± 0.18 69.24±0.86 34.63±1.46 46.56 ± 1.59 46.32±0.92
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240

Figure1 Comparison of drug release from FLB optimized and conventional tablets241

The percent drug release in 15 min (Q15) and initial dissolution rate (IDR) for optimized242

formulations were 91.46±1.42%, 6.10%/min respectively. These were very much higher compared to243

control tablet (22.92±0.47%, 1.53%/min). The improvement in the dissolution characteristics of a drug244

described in terms of dissolution efficiency (DE) and relative dissolution rate (RDR). The RDR was found245

to be 3.98 for F6. The DE was found to be 53.44 for and it is increased by 4.5 fold with optimized FDT246

formulation compared to control tablet (10.96) (Table 4).247

Table 4 Dissolution Parameters of optimized and conventional FLB formulations248

249

Q15-percent drug release in 15 min, IDR-initial dissolution rate, DE-dissolution efficiency and250

RDR- relative dissolution rate.251

Formulation
(Q15) IDR (%/min) DE RDR

Optimized (F19) 91.46±1.42 6.10 53.44
3.98

Conventional 22.92±0.47 1.53 10.96
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3.3 Drug-polymer interaction studies252

DSC studies were conducted to study the nature of FLB in the formulated tablets. DSC curves253

obtained for pure drug, superdisintegrant and optimized formulation were showed in Figure 2. A sharp254

endothermic peak equivalent to the melting point of FLB was found at 116°C. An endothermic peak255

related to the melting point of FLB in optimized formulation was observed at 115.6°C. The FTIR analysis256

of pure FLB and optimized formulation were showed the principal peaks at similar wave numbers (Figure257

3). The FTIR spectral analysis of pure FLB showed the principal peaks at wave numbers of 1701.22,258

1415.75, 1217.06, 923.9, 765.7and 696.23 cm-1. In the FTIR spectra of the optimized formulation were259

1701.22, 1419.61, 1217.06, 925.83, 765.7and 696.23 cm-1 wave numbers were observed.260

261

Figure 2 DSC thermograms of 1) Flurbiprofen 2) Crosspovidone 3) Optimized formulation262

263

264

265

266
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267

Figure 3 Fourier transform infrared spectra of 1) Flurbiprofen 2) Optimized formulation268

3.4 Stability studies269

To check the stability of tablet formulations, stability studies were carried out for six months. After270

storage of six months, the formulation was subjected to a drug content and in vitro dissolution studies and271

from the statistical analysis there was no significant difference between before and after storage (P<0.05).272

3.5 Pharmacokinetics in healthy volunteers273

In this experiment, pharmacokinetic evaluation was carried out for both conventional and274

optimized formulation. The mean FLB plasma concentrations of six human volunteers following the oral275

administration of both tablets were showed in Figure 4 and the mean pharmacokinetic parameters from276

the in vivo experiments of both tablets were given in Table 5.277

278

279

280

281

282

283
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284

Figure 4 Time versus mean plasma concentration profiles of FLB following the oral285

administration of optimized fast disintegrating and conventional tablets in286

human volunteers287

288

Table 5 Pharmacokinetic parameters of FLB Optimized FDT and Conventional Tablet289

(Avg±SD n=6)290

Parameters Conventional Tablet Optimized
FDT t-test at 0.05 LS

ka (1/h) 0.41±0.01 0.49±0.01 Not Significant

ke (1/h) 0.34±0.01 0.37±0.01 Not Significant

Tmax (h) 3.00±0.01 2.00±0.01 Significant

Cmax (ng/ml) 8792.64±472.48 11433.32±184.28 Significant

AUC 0-inf (ng/ml*h) 30727.14±410.32 42691.23±464.68 Significant

291
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4. DISCUSSION292

The aim of present research is to improve the dissolution rate and absorption of a water insoluble293

FLB with the help of superdisintegrants. In this study, FLB fast dissolving tablets were prepared using294

different superdisintegrants in different ratios and evaluated for different physical parameters, DSC, FTIR295

studies, in vitro dissolution studies and in vivo pharmacokinetics to prove the rapid dissolution rate and296

enhanced bioavailability.297

Weight variation, thickness, hardness and friability of all the tablet formulations were complied with298

pharmacopoeial standards, so all the tablets were with acceptable physical characteristics. In weight299

variation test, the pharmacopoeial limit for tablets is not more than 7.5% of the average weight. The300

average percentage deviation of all tablet formulations was found to be within the specified limit and301

hence all the formulations passed the uniformity of weight as per the requirements of Indian302

Pharmacopoeia. From the physical characterization, all the tablet formulations were uniform in hardness,303

friability and drug content uniformity. Among all the formulations, formulation F6 showed rapid304

disintegration (36 sec) and also showed rapid in vitro dispersion time. This is due to superior action of305

crosspovidone as a super disintegrant. Similar type of results was observed in the study developed by306

Vemula et al. In both the studies, superdisintegrants were used to enhance the dissolution of FLB, but in307

the present study, 8% crosspovidone with wet granulation method showed fast disintegration where as in308

the study by Vemula et al., used 10% crosspovidone by direct compression method21. The wetting time is309

closely related to the inner structure of the tablet and is mimics the action of saliva in contact with the310

tablet to illustrate the water uptake and subsequent wetting of tablet. In contrast to conventional tablets,311

the rapid wetting time was observed in almost all formulations may be due to ability of swelling and also312

capacity of water absorption by superdisintegrants.313

From the results of in vitro drug release studies, the dissolution rate of FLB was enhanced314

significantly as increasing the superdisintegrant concentration level from 2 to 8% w/w. In comparison of315

the two methods, wet granulation method showed superior in dissolution rate than direct compression316

method. All the formulations showed rapid disintegration and fast dissolution rate when compared to317

conventional tablets. Among all the formulations, formulation with 8% crosspovidone showed fast318

dissolution rate and it was increased almost to 4 times when compared to conventional tablets. This can319
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be well correlated with the disintegration time and wetting time which were very lower for the formulation320

with 8% crosspovidone than the other formulations. Similar type of results was observed with fast321

dissolving tablets in the study developed by Neduri et al. This improvement is due to the presence of322

superdisintegrant and they provide quick disintegration due to combined effect of swelling and water323

absorption by tablets8. Due to swelling of superdisintegrant, the wetted surface of the carrier increases324

that promote the wettability and dispersibility of the system, leads to improve the disintegration and325

dissolution rate7.326

Overall increase in the dissolution performance of the optimized formulations described in terms327

of dissolution parameters (IDR, DE, RDR) compared to control tablet could be due to the lesser328

disintegration time and increased wettability and dispersibility of tablets. The optimized formulation329

showed 4 times improvement in dissolution parameters in comparison to conventional tablets. Similar330

type of improvement in IDR, DE, RDR was reported in the study of Vemula et al i.e., formulation of331

flurbiprofen tablets10. In summary, the development of fast dissolving tablets may be the simple and332

promising option to achieve the fast dissolution rate of poorly soluble drugs like FLB. Further the333

pharmacokinetic evaluation is needed to prove the capability of fast dissolving tablets to improve the334

bioavailability of FLB and the optimized formulation was selected for further pharmacokinetic studies.335

DSC studies were performed to understand the nature of the drug in the formulated tablets.336

Thermogram of the optimized formulation did not show any significant shift in the endothermic peak when337

compared to pure drug, indicating that there was no physical change in drug in the HPMC matrices. From338

the FTIR spectral analysis all the principal peaks observed in pure drug were present in the FTIR spectra339

of the optimized formulation and some additional peaks were observed with physical mixtures, which340

could be due to the presence of polymers. These results suggest that there is no interaction between the341

drug and polymers used in the present study. After storage of six months, the formulation was subjected342

to a drug assay and in vitro dissolution studies and the data showed that there was no significant change343

in formulation in the sense of drug content and dissolution behavior.344

The in vitro drug release studies of fast dissolving tablets of FLB revealed that they provide345

significant improvement in the disintegration time as well as dissolution time. Further the pharmacokinetic346

evaluation of these tablets in healthy volunteers is needed to prove above results. From the evaluation, Ka347
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indicates absorption rate and Ke indicates the elimination rate. The T max represents rate of absorption and348

AUC is related to extent of absorption while C max is related to both. The extent of absorption is an349

important factor of a formulation hence the AUC is a key parameter for comparative bioavailability study350

analysis and the others like T max and C max are also important features that related to the therapeutic351

efficiency of drugs22.352

From the pharmacokinetic evaluation, after oral administration of optimized fast disintegrating353

tablet and conventional tablet of FLB, the mean plasma concentration-time curve was plotted and showed354

in Figure 4. From these results of pharmacokinetic parameters, rising in the Ka value and Ke was355

examined in optimized formulation in contrast to conventional tablet, which indicates the improvement of356

absorption rate. The optimized fast dissolving tablets produced peak plasma concentration C max was357

11433.32 ng/ml at 2 h T max, but they were found to be 8792.64 ng/ml at 3 h T max, in case of conventional358

tablets. This indicates the significant increase in bioavailability. Similar type of results was reported in Liu359

et al i.e., development of lyophilized gliclazide poloxamer solid dispersions23.360

From the estimation of mean area under the curve, the AUC for the optimized fast disintegrating361

and conventional tablets were 42691.23 and 30727.14 ng-h/ml. From these results there was a significant362

enhancement of AUC of optimized formulation when compared to conventional tablet, which proves the363

improvement of extent of absorption of FLB. In the reported study by Muraoka et al., similar type of364

results was observed24. By this comparison of pharmacokinetic parameters, it was confirmed that the365

optimized solid fast disintegrating formulation showed significant enhancement in rate and extent of366

absorption of FLB in contrast to conventional tablets. From the statistical analysis of pharmacokinetic367

parameters by paired t- test, there was a significant difference in the Cmax, Tmax and AUC but there was no368

significant difference in Ka and Ke. In summary, the pharmacokinetic study results showed that the fast369

dissolving tablets using superdisintegrants is able to improve the absorption rate of FLB than370

conventional tablets.371

5. CONCLUSION372

An attempt was made to develop the Flurbiprofen fast dissolving tablets to improve the dissolution373

rate and absorption rate. Among all the formulations, formulation F6 showed rapid disintegration in vitro374

dispersion time. Based on in vitro drug release studies, F6 formulation showed significant level of drug375
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release at the fast rate almost complete drug release within 15 min. The dissolution efficiency was found376

to be 53.44 for optimized formulation and it is increased by 4.0 fold with optimized formulation compared377

to conventional tablet. DSC and FTIR spectral studies showed that there is no interaction between the378

drug and excipients and the accelerated stability studies showed the stability of formulation. The results of379

the pharmacokinetics in human volunteers showed that the there was a significant improvement of380

bioavailability in case of optimized fast dissolving tablets when compared to conventional tablets. Thus381

the formulation of fast dissolving tablets using superdisintegrants was a good approach to enhance the382

dissolution rate and absorption rate of flurbiprofen.383
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